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Abstract 
Carrasco. P. and A.M. Cegarra. Group-theoretic algebraic models for homotopy typcq. Journal 
of Pure and Applied Algebra 75 ( 1991) 195-235. 
In this paper a nonabelian version of the Dold-Kan-Puppe theorem is provided. showing hou 
the Moore-complex functor defines a full equivalence between the category of simplicial groups 
and the category of what is called ‘hypcrcrcssed complexes of groups’. i.e. chain complexes of 
nonabelian groups (G,,. S,,) with an additional structure in the form of binary operations 
G, x G,* G,. We associate to a pointed topological space X a hypercrossed complex A(X): 
and the functor 2 induces an equivalence between the homotopy category of connected 
CW-complexes and a localization of the category of hypercrossed complexes. The relationshjp 
between s(X) and Whitehead’s crossed complex II(X) is established by a cano:!ical surjection 
p : ii(X)-* II(X). which is a quasi-isomorphism if and only if X is a J-complex. Algebraic 
rnodels consisting of truncated chain-complexes with binary operations I;re deduced for rl-types. 
and as an application we deduce a group-theoretic interpretation of the cohomology groups 
H”(G. A). 
Introduction 
A long-studied problem in algebraic topology is that of classifying homotopy 
classes of CW-complexes by using appropriate group-theoretic algebraic models 
for them. For example, it is well known that for n 2 1 the nth homotopy group 
functor XH L!,,(X) establishes an equivalence of the homotopy category of 
connected CW-complexes which have II,,(X) as their unique nontritial homotopy 
group with the category of groups for H = 1 and with the category of abelian 
groups in higher dimensions. For complexes with more than one nontrivial 
homotopy group, the problem becomes both more interesting and more compli- 
cated. 
The group-theoretic classification of connected CW-complexes by their ‘3-:\.& 
(17,(X) = 0 for i ~3) was established by Whitehead 1351 who showed that the 
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fllnctor 
X H [77,(X, SK’(X)) ---) n,( SK’(X))] 
gives an equivalence of the category of connected CW-complexes whose 
homotopy groups are trivial in dimensions ~3 and a certain locdi~&~t~ of the 
category of what he called ‘crossed modules’. This result was extended by 
Huebschmann [24] who considered ‘exact (I? - 1 )-crossed complexes of modules’ 
as btlgebraic models for the classification of connected CW-complexes which have 
I7, and II,, as their sole nontriviai homotopy groups. More recently, following 
Duskin’s ideas, Cegarra and Buiiejos have shown in [4] that the category of 
‘2-crossed modules’. a concept due to Conduch6 [I;] and Duskin [17], is an 
appropriate ‘algebraic category’ to model arbitrary ‘-t-types’ (II,(X) ; 0 for i 2 $. 
In this paper we generalize these partial results to obtain a category of models 
for arbitrary ‘n-types’ whose objects we call ‘rz-hypercrossed complexes of 
groups’. Structurally, these highly computational gadgets are conrpiexes of 
nonabeiian groups together with certain well-specified internal binary mappings 
(G, x G, + G,) of the groups which occur in the complex. In dimension 1 they 
turn out to be Whitehead’s crossed modules and Conduche and Duskin’s 2- 
crossed modules i-- dimension 2. 
The theory behInd our approach is based on the remarkable classical theory 
devised and elaborated by Kan [26] which first equates the homotopy category of 
conectcd C-W-complexes with that of reduced (i.e., one vertex) Kan (semi-)- 
simpiici;ll sets via the ‘singular complex-geometric realization’ functors and then 
uses the ‘classifying complex functor’ bp : Simpiical Groups+ Reduced Simpiiciai 
Sets and its left adjoint G to finally equate the weak homotopy category of 
simpiiciai groups with that of connected CW-complexes. Now the homotopj 
groups of the underlying set of a simplicial group are most :.eadily computed as 
the homology groups of its ‘Mcore complex’, a functoriaiiy associated chain 
complex of nonabeiian normal subgroups of its groups of simpiices. In the case of 
an abeiian simpiiciai group, this association becomes the basis of the Dold-Kan- 
Puppe theorem [13] which establishes that this functor defines an equivalence 
between the Lategory of simpiiciai abeiian groups and the category of positive 
chain complexes. The first and most complicated step in this paper is to provide in 
Theorem 1.51 a ‘nonabeiian version’ of that famous theorem by adding to the 
Moore complex of the group a minimal system of supplementary data sufficient to 
rebuild the group up to isomorphism. We call these nonabeiian chain compiexes 
of groups supplied with additional data, ‘hypercrossed complexes of groups’, with 
the quasi-inverse of the Moore complex functor defined through the aid of what 
we call ‘r-semidirect products’ and note that this latter notion is perhaps of 
interest to group theorists independent of its use here. Our models of rz-types 
which generalize those referred to above come from the hypercrossed complexes 
by a canonical process of truncation. 
As an almost immediate application of this theorem, Corollary 1.6.5, we obtain 
Ashley’s equivalence ([ 11, also [33]) of the subcategory of simpIiciaI groups 
consisting of ‘group T-complexes’ with that of ‘crossed complexes of modules’, 
where the latter ‘semi-abelian’ concept of Whitehead is viewed as ;: hypercrossed 
complex of groups considerably simplified as a consequence of a single additional 
hypothesis. 
The next section. Section 2.2, of the paper concentrates on the relationship of 
our hypercrossed complex ;V(X) (defined as the Moore complex of the Kan’s loop 
group G(X) of the CW-complex) and the particular crossed complex of modules 
a(X) originally obtained by Whitehead 135) using the homotopy exact sequences 
of the skeletal filtration of X. We show that there is a canonical surjection of 
hypercrossed complexes p : A(X) 3 g(X) which is a quasi-isomorphism if and 
only if X is a ‘J-complex’ in the sense of Whitehead [36]. Indeed, the ‘certain 
exact sequence’ of that paper’s title turns out to be the long exact sequence of the 
fibration p. 
The final section of the paper is devoted to the relationship of our work to that 
of interpreting the cohomology groups H”(G. A) for A a G-module. In fact. they 
are closely related since any connected CW-complex for which fl, = 0 for i # 1 and 
f:, has a unique Postnikov invariant which is an element of H" + '( 17, (X). II,,(X)) 
and every element of H"(G. A) can be so realized. We use our complex A(X) and 
its relationship to g(X) to obtain the interpretations of this group by exact (since 
17, = 0 for 1 < i < n) sequences of crossed modules due to Huebschmann [24]. 
Holt [23]. Hill [21]. and VVU 1371 as well as that of Duskin 113. 161 in terms of 
‘higher-dimensional torsors’. 
We also note here that Loday [29] has used certain systems of objects iti the 
category of groups which he calls ‘n-cat groups’ to similarly obtain an interpreta- 
tion of arbitrary connected rz-types. Although these objects have an associated 
simplicial structure, their precise relationship with the complexes appearing in this 
paper is not clear at the present time. 
1. The nonabelian Dold-Kan theorem. Hypercrossed complexes 
The object of this section is to establish an extension of the machinery of Dold 
and Kan to that of nonabelihn simplicial groups through a codification of 
additional structure in the form of certain supplementary operations on the 
groups which occur in the Moore complex which are necessary to determine it up 
to isomorphism. 
1.1. r-semidirect products oi grotrps 
When it is analyzed through its Moore complex. each group of rr-simpliccs G,, 
of a simplicial group has a certain structure in terms of the groups which appear in 
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the Moore complex. This structure is that of r-semidirect produc; in the following 
sense: 
Definition 1.1.1. Given a group G and G, , . . . , G,, r 2 2, subgroups of 6, we will 
say that G is an r-sernidirect product of G, , . . . , G, if 
(1) G, + .* l + G, is a norma! subgroup of G for 15 s 5 r, 
(2) G, + . . . + G, = G, 
(3) (G, + l l l +G,)nG,=Ofor lrs<klr. 
We will denote this G = >a; G, = G, x l - l x G,. Let us observe that any 
element of G can be expressed, in a unique way, as X, + l l - $- x, with xi E Gi. 
Note that even though additive notation is used throughout this paper, no 
groups are assumed to be abelian unless explicitly noted as such. 
Clearly for r = 2, a group G is a 2-semidirect product of groups G, ,G, if and 
only if it is a semidirect product of G, and G, in the usual sense. In this case, it is 
well known that to give the group structure on G it is completely equivalent to 
give a homomorphism 4 : G, +Aut(G,) (i.e. an action of G, on G,) in such a 
way that, up to isomorphism, G is the Cartesian product G, x G, with the 
addition 
(x,, Xl) + (y,, yz) = (x, + dcA2)y, 7 x:! + yz) - 
Thus a 2-semidirect product is equivalent to a triple (G, , GZ, 4 : G, + Aut( G, )). 
In order to find an analogous description for r-semidirect products, 1v 2 2, let us 
observe that any r-semidirect product G of G,, . . . , G, is an extension of G, by 
an (r- 1) semidirect product of G,, . . . , G,, and so we can use classical Schreier 
factor set tneory of extensions to describe this case. 
Let us recall the more significant facts from this theory: If N 4 E & Q is an 
extension of N by Q, then a set-theoretic normalized section of p (i.e., d map 
u:Q-+E with pu=la with u(0) = 0) determines a pair of maps 
(&:Q+Aut(N),f:QxQ-+N)by 
(bO),t = u(x) + n - u(x) and f(x, y) = u(x) + u(y) - u(x + y) 
which satisfy the identities 
(1) d4w(Y) = q(.t.,fw + Y) where C,, is conjugation by n , 
bY-~Y~ 4 + f(& y + z) = f(x, y) + f(x -I y, z) , 
Moreover, these maps determine. up to isomorphism, the group extension since 
if N * Q denotes the group obtained as the Cartesian product N x Q with the 
addition 
one has an isomorphism of extensions 
N----+E--+Q 
given by ~(n, X) = n + u(x). 
Thus any pair of mappings (4 : Q + Aut(N), f : Q x Q-, N) satisfying the 
identities (1). (2) and (3) above define a group extension of N by Q, and it is 
plain to see that two pairs (4, f). (4’. f’) g ive isomorphic extensions if and only 
if there exists a map h : Q-, N such that 
f’(x, y) = h(x) + ‘(.“h( v) + f(x, y) - h(x + y) . e 
A system (4, f) as above will be called a 2-coq)cZe of Q with coefj’icients in N. 
The Schreier theory precisely establishes a bijection between H’( Q, N) and the 
set of isomorphism classes of extensions of N by Q. Under this bijection, the 
extensions which correspond to those 2-cocycles of the form (4.0). where 
f(x, y) = 0, are just the semidirect product extensions of N and Q : N 4 
N x Q ++ Q, with 4 : Q+ Aut(N) the action. 
In order to apply this to r-semidirect products, we will use the following lemma 
whose direct verification we leave to the reader: 
Lemma 1.1.2. Let N L, E 5 Q be a short exact sequence of groups. u : Q + E a 
map with pu = 1, and (4: Q+Aut(N), f : Q x Q-, N) the corresponding 2- 
cocycle. Given a homomorphism t : G+ Q and a map d : G * N, in order that the 
map T : G+ E defined by T(X) = d.u + u@(x)), 
be a group homomorphism it is necessary and slrficient that the identity 
d(x + y) = dx + ‘;(.‘)dy + f(tx, ty) , x, y E G 
be verified. Cl 
Now, since any group G which is an r-semidirect product of the groups 
G,,..., G,, is an extension (nonnecessarily split) of G, by an (I - 1)-semidirect 
product of G,, . . . . G,, 
that group G is determined, up to isomorphism. by the corresponding Z-cocycle 
(4, f) of Xl’, G; with coefficienls in G,. Those 2-cocycles which represent 
r-semidirect products occur as follows: 
Proposition and Definition 1.1.3. Let G, , . . . , G, be groups and H = Xl; G; a 
group (r - 1 )-semidirect product qf G2, . . . , G,. A 2-cocycle (4 : H+Aut(G,), 
f : H x H ---, G, ) represents a group extension which is an r-semidirect of 
G,,..., G, if, and only if, for euch i, 2 I i 5 r, the identity 
is verified for all xi, yJ E G1. 
Iii this case. the restriction 5 & f = 4 1 G, ; G, + Ar;;(C, ) are group homomorph- 
isms, i = 2, . . . , r, and the system 
S’= (4; : G;-Aut(GI), f :.A : Gj X G,+ G, )2sisr.Zc;k<j5r 
where f :.n (Xi, xk ) = f(x, , xk ), completely determines the 2-cocycle by the identities: 
(1) 4(x, + l *. + x,) = &(x2). l l &(x,), 
(2)(a) f(x? + l 9 . + x,, y, + . l . + y,$ + l l l + ~4,) 
= f(x, + . ’ ’ + x,, , y, + ’ ’ * + y,- , ) , s 2 3 3 
(b) for 3st<s 
f(x.2 + * * ’ + x, 7 y2 + ’ ’ * + y,) 
= f(x,+***+x,, y7+msa+y,-l) 
+ cb(.vi+...+.r;_,) 1 
f ( 5.1 x,,y,)+f(x;+***+x:_,, y;+.*.+_g, 
where x~+~~~+~~_,=x,+~~~x,,+y,+~~~+y,_,-x,~EG,+~*~+G,_, since 
it is a normal subgroup of H, and yi + - - - + Y: = xs + Y, - x,$ E G, + - - s + G,, 
(c) f(X? + * * l + x,, yz) = ~(.~2+...+“,-l)f.~.Z(X.~, yz) + f(xz + l l l + x,-, 7 YS) 9 
where y5 = x, + 4 2 - x, E G, since it is a normal subgroup of H. 
3~4-1 a system S’= (+I, f:.k)25i5r.2--_kc,sr will be called a 2-cocycle representing 
an r-semidirect product extension of G, by the (r - I)-semidirect product 
X;G,. Cl 
The proof is straightforward and is left to the reader; in any case an example 
clarifying how f is thus rebuilt from the f:., will be helpful here: 
Let Y = 3 and G2 XI G, a semidirect product of the groups G, and G, with 
C/I: : G,+ Aut(G,) the action. Then a 2-cocycle representing a 3-semidirect 
product extension of G, by G1 x G, is a system 
S-‘=(~::G,-+ Aut(G,), 4: : G,--- Aut( G, ), 
f_:_: : G, x G,- G, 1 
whose corresponding 2-cocycle of G, XI G, with coefficients in G,. 
is determined by c#@, + x3) = &(L)&($) and _ _ 
thus the group G, XI G3 ><I G,, 3-semidirect product extension of G, by G, x G, 
corresponding to S’, is, up to isomorphism, the set G, x G, /i G, with the 
addition 
Note that a group r-semidirect product obtained as an extension of a group G, 
by a group (r - 1 )-semidirect product Xl; G;, is a semidirect product of G, and 
>a; Gj (i.e., the extension G, 4 Xl’,’ G; YW Xl; G, is split) if. and only if. it is 
represented by a 2-cocycle S’ in which f:., = 0 for all j > k. 
It is an immediate consequence of Proposition 1.1.3 that to specify a group G 
which is an r-semidirect product of the groups G,. . . . , G,. Y 12, it is equivalent 
to give a system 
Sr-k+’ = (4: : G;-*Aut(G,), ft,.,, : G,,, X G,,-tG~)~<;,r.,,<,,;,,,,r 
foreachk=l,...,r- 1, such that recursively Sreh +’ is a 2-cocycle representing 
an (I- - k + 1)semidirect product extension of G, by the (Y - k)-semidirect 
product >a; + , G, corresponding to S’-‘. 
The set (+eV f :,l.,t),s~c,-;r.l~,<,r~,,l’, will be called t/ze total systCg{tr defirring fhe 
r-semidi’rect product, and in this case, the r-semidirect product group is, up to 
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isomorphism, the set G, X l - l x G, with the additive structure determined by the 
identities 
(0 ,..., 0,x,.0, . . . . 0)~(0,...,0.x-,,Q,....O) 
=(O,. . . ,0,X,.0,. . . .0,x,.0,. . . ,O), if i-q, 
(O,.. . ,o.x,,o,. . . .O)+(O ,..., o,y,,o,.. ,O) 
= (0,. . . , O,Xi+_.Ii,O . . . . . O), if i=j, 
(0. . . . ,o, x,, 0, . . . ,O) + (0, - * * 7 0, x,, 09 * 7 * . Q) 
= (ff.j(Xi, X,), . . . , f1’.5’(X,, X,), "(.~"l,,O,. . . ,O. Xj,O. . . . ,O) , 
if i>j. 
I .2. The grolrp of n-simplices of a sirnplicilzl group is a 2’hemidirect podm 
We will now see how the r-semidirect product groups of the above se-rion occur 
in a simplicial group. In order to do this, and avoid possible confusion, we first 
recall the following notation and terminology: 
For any 05 I 5 n, let S(n, n - r) be the set of all monotone nondecreasing 
surjective maps from the ordered set [n] = (0, 1, . . . , n} to the ordered set 
1 tz - ?-I = (0,. . . , n - Y). Ifwedenotebya~:,[~+l]-,[slforq~OandO~is 
4, the map given by al(i) = i if i 5 i and CT’,(~) = j - 1 if i > i, every element 
CrE S(n. n - r) has an unique expression as (7 = 0:: _r - l - CT:;_, with 0 5 i, < l l l < 
i, 5 11 - 1 being {i,. . . . , i,} = {i 1 a(i) = o(i + 1)). So we can identify S(n, n - r) 
with the set ((i, ., . . . , i, ) with 0 I ii < l - - < i, 5 n - I}. In particular, the unique 
element of S(n. n) defined by the identity may on [n]. corresponds to the empty 
O-tuple ( ), which we will denote by 4,, or simply (b; also the unique element of 
S(n, O), that is, (r2 - 1, n - 2, . . . , 0), by T,~ or simply r. 
For all n 2 0, let S(n) = UOsr_ S(n, n - r); we introduce the lexicographic 
ordering in S(n) as follows: For clx = (i,, . . . , i,) and p = (i,, . . . , i,), we will say 
that 
CY<P if i, =j,,. . . ,iL.= jk but ik+,)jk+, (k?O) or 
.a = j,, . . . , i, =j, and Y<S, 
then for cy = (i,, . . . , i,) with i, # n - 1, a! is the succesJor of cy - = (n - 1, 
-2,... 
i,, 
, i, + 1, i,_,. . , .,i,jandthesuccessorofaiscu’=(n-1,i . . i)* 
is the least element of S(n) and r,, the greatest element. For example:;he’drdei 
in S(4) is 
c64 5 (3) (- (2) 5 (3,2) 5 (1) (: (3,l) 5 (2,l) 5 (3,2,1) 
Suppose G. a simplicial group; WC denok by 6 its Moore complex 
i.e., G,, = G,,, G,, = f&,,,,,_ 1 Ker(d,) C G,, and a,, : 6, + 6,,_ i is the restriction 
of d,, : G/G,,_, to G . 
For all 11 ?Q and ar z(i,, . . . i, ) E S(tQ, let t.12 denote T((Y) = II - r. We have 
canonical monomorphisms s,, = LC; l . l s,,/G,(,,, : G,,,,, ~j G,,; s6 is the inclusion: 
6 Q G,, and S(q) is the dcgtzp :&y s,& : G,,_,+k_, + G,,_r+k. kk wih see in the 
follcwing proposition that G,, is just a 2”-semidirect product of the subgroups 
s,(G,,,,) where cy runs in order over all the elements of S(n), i.e., G,, = 
>a; q&J. 
Proposition 1.2.P. Lef G. be a simplicial group and 6. its Moore complex. We 
have the following: 
(1) G,, = Or CoE.q,I) %(L)~ 
(2) for all JL ES(n) and u 1 p, (Or c,,, s,(~,,,,))ns~,(~~,l,~)= 0, 
(3) for all ~1 E S(n), Or c (I cIL s, (&, ,) is a normal srtbgroup of G,, , 
where Or c ( ) expresses that the Cdition is realized according to the order of 
S(n). 
Proof. For each CY = (i,. . . . , i,) E S(n) and 0 ‘j 5 II - 1. let p: be the map 
defined as follows: 
if j = i, , p: = diA+-,) : G,l_k_l - G,,+ , 
if j<i, , PA = 1 - sidi : G,, - G,, 3 
if ik<j<ikcl, ph = 1 - sj_~dj_~ : G,,-x. - G,,_k , 
if j > i, , Pi = 1 - Sj__,dj_, : G,,-,+ G,,-, l 
where 1 - sidi : G,,, ---, G,,, is the map given by (1 - s$ )(x) = x - s,d,(x). Of 
course for CY = &,, pi = 1 - sjdi : G,, + G,, for all j = 0. . . . , n - 1. NOW, let 
P, : G,, - * Gk, = G,(a) be the map defined by the composition p, = p!-’ * * * ~11. 
We claim that for ali .; E G,, one has the identity: 
x=OrCs,pJx). 
crES(t1) 
Moreover, this expression is unique. 
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In effect, we do in&rim on 11. For II = 1. ii is it:, ;lediate that x = 
(x - sod,,x) + s,,d,,x. and if x = x, -I- sex,, with x, E G,, x,, E era, +;!;‘lfig d,,. we 
obtain dttx = x,, and then x, = x - s,,d,x. 
Consider GI = (Gi. d: , s; 3 the simplicial group obtained by Cr;:, = G,, + I I? 
Ker dtr, d: = d,+,lG,: arrd s; =s,+l IG#‘, __ I ; since x = ( 1 - .s,,d,,)(x) + s&, ’ ;.) and 
(1 - s,,&)(x) E G:, _ 1, d,,(x) E G,, _ 1. hy the ixiuction hypothesis we have: 
Now if we suppos& that x = Or c, ES(,II s, (x, ). with x, E G+, ). then d,,(x) = 
arc VES(,,_Ij s&0*1, 1, where O*(i,, . . . , i,) = (i, + 1,. . . , i, + LO), and conse- 
quently it follows that 
Thus by induction on IS, x1,*” = pa,,(x) for ah u E S(sz - l), or equivalently 
xP = p,,(x) for all ,U L (0). In the satr.e way, it follows that 
(I-s,,d,,)(x)=Or~s,p,(x)=Or~s,(x,)~G~~_, , 
p ES(t7) PE-v,I) 
P <<()I CL <(()I 
i.e.. 
Ore sip,.(x)= Ore s:(x,~) , 
uES(rl- I) uES(tt-I) 
where V’ = {i, - I,. . . , i, - 1) if u =(i,, . . . , iI) and @,l = &_[; thus again by 
induction, p, (x) = x, for all p < (0). 
The proof of the proposition is concluded by showitg that 
where for u = (i,, . . . , i,), d, = dj, - - l di : G,,-j G,(“), and d, = 1, . 
Since d,(x, ) = 0 if cy < u, it is clear ‘that Or En+ s, (x, ) E K&(d,) for all 
LJ 2 P. Now, if p = T,, an element x = Or goes sJx,) is sent by d, to x,. 
Therefore, x E Ker(d,) if and only if x = Or C,,, s, (x, ). Supposing the result 
inducriz!y for p E S(st): If x E n %,+ Kerjd,), ikn x = Or CuES(n).a+ s,,(xu ), 
since s E n v2)1 Ker(d,) and also n,(s) = .Y~ = 0. i.e., _I = Or rce-_F SJ.Q, as 
desired. 17 
Remark 1.2.2. As, a consequence of the above proposition, thc.re exists a 
canonical bijection between G,, and the set ~oc-sl,,k ertGr ,.
1.3. The total syst2m of op2miors msociaiai co n rruncared rirlapliciai group 
Recall that the n th simplicinl ;cerrrel of a ( rl - l)-truncated simplicial group 
G .tC, d”(G.,,). is the subgroup of (G,,_ I Jr’+’ whose elements are those 
(x,,, l l * . x,,) such that d,s, = d,_,x, for icj. if d, : J”(G.,,)--+ G,, I denotes the 
restriction of the canonical projection. there zre unique homomorphisms 
S, : G,,_, 3 d”(G.& 0 5 j 5 11 - 1. such that 
is an g-trtincated simplicial group. By iterating this aimplicial kernel construction. 
one has a functor cask”-’ from the category of (n - 1 )-truncated simplicial groups 
to the category of simplicial groups. The resultmg functor cask”-I is right adjoint 
to the (n - l)-truncating functor, usually denoted by tr? which truncates the 
simplicial group at dimension n - 1. We will decote Cosk 
II - 1 = cask” - ’ tr” - ’ and 
A”(G.) = A”( tr” - ‘(G.)). 
It is clea - that the Moore complex of cosk”-‘(G.I,) is such that 6,,, = 0. 
m 2 n t 1, and S,* : 6,, 4 &_, = Ker(&, : e,l_, - 6+). 
As a consequence of Proposition 1.2.1, we have the following proposition: 
Proposition 1.3.1. Let G.I, be a (n - 1 )-truncated sirnplicial group. Then the nrh 
simplicial kernel, A”( G.J, is a 2”-semidirect product of the groups s, (GTCu ,). 
cy E S(n) (G,, = Ker(G,,_ ,)). The total system (see Section 1.1) of operators defining 
A”( G.,,) is the set: 
where 
with p, defined as iy? the proof of Proposition 12.1. Cl 
Let us now denote by A::(G.,,) the group of open n-horrrs of the (11 - I)- 
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trurxated simplicial group G. tr. i .e . . Ai: is the subgroup of (G,,_, )‘, whose 
elements are those (x,,, . . . , x,~_ ,) such that d,x, = d,_ ,x, for ail i < j. i, j f n. 
With d, : d,l:: --) G,, _, , 0 5 i 5 IZ - 1, defined as the restriction of the canonical 
projection, there are uclque homomorphisms sJ : G, _ 1 - At such that dis: = 
S, _ ,d, for i c j, dl + Isi = dj~: = 1 and dis: = Sidj_ 1 for i 2 i + 2. For G. a simplicial 
group, we will denote Az(G.) = A:i(tr”-‘(G.)). 
Since any simplicial group G. is a Kan-complex [32], the canonical mapping 
‘d \ o+“_” d,, _ t ) : G,, ---) AI: is a surjective homomorphism whose kernel is 
just G,, = n,,,,<,, Ker(d,). Thus G,, as a group is a 2”-semidirect product 
extension of 6,’ by A::(G.). But the group A::(G. j has a canonical structure of 
(2” - 1)-semidirect product of the groups s#&, Q E S(n), cy # 4,’ (.s;~,._~_.~~) = 
s: s, _ , l - r r -s;,) determined by the (II - Q-truncation of G. through the extension 
whose total system of operators is S(Aii) = (@z, F$Jw_ ESt,ll+ cOcQ contained 
in S( A’, ). Therefore, the group extension 
61 %a G,, 
(df,.. . . .‘I,, - , 1 
- _4:< G.) 
is completely described, up to isomorphism, by a 2-cocycle 
representing a 2”-semidirect product extension of 6,’ by the (2” - 1)-semidirect 
product Ai:( In particular, we will denote by S(A”(G.)) = 
CKck9 Ka.m)craES(,2) C <~<a . . * 11 the 2-cocycle corresponding to the extension 
Ker(S,_,) - A"(G.)+ A;(G.) . 
Recall that. according to Proposition 1.3.1, the 2-cocycle S”(G.) defined by a 
simplicial group G. is given by 
@: @a Kx,,) = s, (x, ) + x,, - s, (xa ) 9 
FZ ZU(‘fk yxfT )= P&,,('a (‘a ) * s,(x,)) 
=(1-s ,t-,d,*-,)~**(~ -s,,d,,)(s,(x,)+s,(x,)) * 
The following lemma implies that the Moore complex and the 2-cocycle S” also 
determine, up to simplicial isomorphism, the face operators d,2 
the degeneracy operators s, : G,, _ 1 ---) G,,. These are given by 
: G,, -+ G,,_ 1 and 
5 ( wz %W) = or c s,,,(x,) 
uES(,,-I) aES(,i - I ) 
in terms of the multiple semidirect structure of G,, and G,, _ 1, where for c = 
(i,, . . . , i,)ES(n-l)wewilldenotebyG=(i, . . . . . i,)ES(n).~,,_,=~,,.and 
j*a= 
1 
(j) if CY=&,,_~. 
(j. i,, . . l , i,) if j > i, , 
(i,+l,..., i,+l,i, ,..., i,) if j = i, , 
(i,+ 1,. . . ,ik+, + 1, j,i,,. . . ,il) if ik<j<ik+, , 
(i, + 1,. . . , i, + 1, j) if j<i,. 
Let G.t, and G:,, be rt-truncated simpiicial groups, G.,, and G:,, their Moore 
complexes with 
S’W.,,) = fK 7 CA ffE.s(n).t+,,<u<ca and . 
S’W,,) = WC’7 F~lu~a.oES(N).m,,iu<~ 
the corresponding 2-cocycles, respectively. FurthermoLe. let (&_, , . . . , h,) : 
G .,,- GI,, be a truncated simplicial morphism and (A,_, , . . . , f;,) the corre- 
sponding truncated simplicial morphism between their Moore complexes. With 
this notation one has the following lemma: 
Lemma 1.3.2. There exists a natural bijection between the set of homomorphisr?u 
f,, 1 G,, -+ c, which extend (J, _ , , . . . , i,) to a n-trltncated simplicial homo- 
morphism form G,, to CL,, and the set of homomorphisms j, : 6,, --; 6,‘, which 
e,utend (I,__,, . . . , A:) to an n-truncated complex homomorp~~isFn from 6.,, to k,, 
and satisfy the equalities 
i,( f@%(*% ‘@J) = %“(Ld%T y ~,(x,,)) , (1.3.3) 
j,(Ff:u(~a. x,)) = F:f,(&,,(x,)~ &u,(xu)) 9 (1.3.4) 
for all cy,u E S(n) with 4,, < u < a. 
Proof. The bijection is given by the restriction of f,, to the Moore complex. 
(f,, : G,,-+ c,)++(.f, =f,,G, + G,‘,), with f, determining f,, by f,,(Or c s,,(x,, )) = 
Or c s~(~,,,,(x, )). The identities (1.3.3) and (1.3.4) are precisely the conditions 
of Lemma I. 1.2 applied to the diagram 
where 14x,, + Or C a ,&,, s, (x, )I = .6(x,, )_ 0 
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1 A. Truncated hypercrossed complexes 
Suppose 6. tT an n-truncated chain complex of groups such that its (IZ - I)- 
truncation is the Moore complex of an (n - 1 )-truncated simplicial group G. lr and 
Let s, = (@Z ’ Fb:;,, L~S(n,.*,,<ocs be a Z-cocycle defining G,, as a 2”-semidirect 
product extension of G,, by n:(G.,,). We now ask for the compatibility conditions 
under which there is an rr-truncated simplicial group extending G.t, such that G.,, 
is its Moore complex and S,’ its 2-cocycle. 
Clearly, the only conditions required for the existence of such an n-truncated 
simplicial group (necessarily unique up to isomorphisms by Lemma 1.3.2) are that 
the map d : G,, -+ A”(G.,,) and Sj : G,, _, --3 G,, , 0 5 j 5 n - 1, determined accord- 
ing to Lemma 1.1.2, by the diagrams 
P(-~,, +or cc, >c& s,(x, )) = S,,(x,,), must be group homomorphisms. 
But in this case the conditions of Lemma 1.1.2 reduce to 
F:i :(r = 0 if there is j E cy n cr , (1.4.1) 
%F~&-- y)=Kd~~ yEKer(S,,_,)C&, , 
s,,( @::(.~)(x,, )) = ‘YJ-~)(~,,x,,) , 
( 1.4.2) 
(1.4.3) 
where a n u denotes the set of indexes which belong to both of them and K and 
K denote the operators of the 2-cocycle corresponding to the simplicial kernel 
according to Section 1.3. 
The last condition (1.4.3) can itself be reformulated using the 2-cocycle 
S” - ’ = (@“-’ , F” -I ) which defines G,, _ , as an extension of G,, __ , by A:: Z :. A 
direct calcilation &es 
(~~~-‘(~~))(8,,x,,) , if a! = (i,., . . . , i,) wiih i, # n - 1 , 
~fJ-y~,,x,,) = ‘@ii”‘““(S,,x,,) , if (Y = (n - l)*a(‘, cy’ #0 , 
x+8,&,)-xx, if (x=(n-l), 
SO that (1.4.3) is equiyatent o 
r (~‘~“~v))(~,,x,,)  if cz = (i,, . . . , i,) with i, # n - 1 , 
if (y = (n - l)*a’, my’ # 0, 
if cy = (n - 1) . 
An analogous description of (1.42) is possible, but the resulting length of the 
general expression is too long to give here. L~~~wv~,. the Farticular length-one 
case of Q =(j) or c = ( j) will be uped later so we give them explicitly at this 
point: 
For CY = (i,, . . . , i,), j < i, - 1 and I+ 1, let cy’ = (jr_,, . . . . ii); then 
if i, = n - t . 
if i, < n - 1 . (1.4.4) ’ 
Forj<k-1 
( 1.43) 
For cy = (i,, . . . , i,) with r> 1 and j = i, - 1. let cu, = (i _,. . . . . i,), a2 = 
(i, - 1, . . . , i, - 1) and cy3 = (i, - 1, . . . , i, - 1); then 
I F’I,-(ax, y) + (- I)“-‘(@“i -(x) - x) . 
S,,F;:Jx, y) = I 
if i, = rz - 1 . 
F;,:(&, y) + (- l)"-!(@"-""'(_Y) - _r) , 
( 1.4.6) 
\ f i i,Crl-1. 
I 
v?y y) + (x - )-’ - x) . 
s,,F:'_, .;(x, y) = 
if i=n-1, 
F:‘:,‘,;(Sx. Ey) + (-1)“-‘(x + y - x - y) . 
! 1.43 
if i<n-1. 
For cy = (i,, . . . , i,), and i, + l< j<ik+, - 1, let LY’ = (i,_,, . . . , i,); then 
F’:,;(x. 6y) , if i, =n-1, 
s,,Fz;j(x, Y) = 
FI;j,(6~, 6y) , if i, < n - 1 . 
For (Y = (i,, . . . , i,) and j = i, + 1~ ik+, - 1, let QI, = (ir_,, . . . 
(i, - 1,. . . , ik+, - 1, i,_,, . . . , i,); then 
I F;$(x. sy) + (-l)“-‘(@*‘+‘( y) - y) , 
S,,F:: :j(Xq J’) = 
if i, = n - 1 . 
F::;,‘(Sx, 6~) + (-I)“-‘(@“-I!“( _v) - y) , 
1 if i/n-l. 
For c = (i,. , . , , ii), and j = i,, , - 1 > i, + 1. let a, = (ire, e 
(i, - 1, . . . , i,, 1 - 1, i,, . . . , i,); then 
(1.4.8) 
i,), and (Y? = 
( 1.4.9) 
. . . i,). a2 = 
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I if i, = n - 1. a,,F[: :i(X, J’) = Fl,’ (sx, Sy) + (_ 1 ),I -‘( @‘::- “.“( y)) , . ( P .4.10) 
I ifi,<n-1. 
For ar=(i, ,..., il) and i,+,-l=j=i,+l, let q=(ir_ ,,..., i,), cy?= 
(i,_-l...., ibi2-l&..A,), and c+=(i,-l,..., iX+,-l&_,,. ..i& 
F%,t(x, sy) + (_l)“-j(@&-“~K)(y) _ 3’_“~v1(y)) , 
if i, = n - 1 . 
S,,F:;,(x. y) = F::,‘(sx, s,,) + (_l)“-i(*::;“-~‘(~,) _ 9:i;t’x)(y)) , 
\ if i,<n-1. 
(1.4.11) 
For Q’ = (i,, . . . , i,) with r> 1 andj>i,+ 1, 
st,F%:j(x9 Y) = 
i 
if j<n-1. 
For cy = (i,, . . . , i,) with r>l and j=i,+l, let cy’=(i,_,,.. , i, ); then 
(1.1.12) 
S,,F:,j(x, y) = 
4y;-‘cs.d(y) _ *:::‘(.v)(y) , 
if i._=n-2. 
Fl,‘(Sx, 6~) + (-l)“-‘(“~“c”‘(y) - y) . 
if i/n-2. 
(1.4.13) 
Remark 1.4.14. Note that as a consequence of the above identities, if the maps 
CT and Fz.;’ are trivial, then all the actions @z-r, a E S(n - l), LY # T,~_, = 
(n - 2, . . . , b), are forced to be trivial as well. 
We now fix the following terminology: Given G.tT, an n-tzncated simphcial 
group, by the ‘n-truncated hypercrossed complex of G.,,’ we wiip mean the system 
$“(G.,,) = (k,,; @i, F” ) cr;tr n.~.-E.s(~).1~k~,?.d,ctr<a,nntr=~1 
where &, = G,, + G,, _, * l l - + 6, + CT,, is the n-truncated Moore complex of 
G .tT, and for 1 5 k I n 
is the corresponding 2-cocycle representing G, as extension of 6, by .I: (i.e.. 
e3x, ‘(xp ) = s, (x, ) + Xk - s,, (x,, ) 
=(l -$._,d&,)***(l -s,,n,,)(sJx-,,)+s,) 
and 
crcL’ XI,) = (1 - Sr-,d,-,j* l ‘(1 - s,,d,,)(s&,,) + s,,(s,,)). 
By Lemma 1.3.2, $“(G.,,) determines G.,, up to simplicial isomorphism. 
It is clear that a system 2”’ = (G.,,; S’, . . . , S”) is an r,-truncated hypercrossed 
complex (of an n-truncated simplicial group), if and only if: 
(a) $“-’ = (G,,_,-, G,,_: l .* G,+G,,;s1,. . . , S”- ‘) is an (n - l)-truncated 
hypercrossed complex, 
(b) S” is a 2-cocycle representing a 2” -semidirect product extension of G,, by the 
group A:: of open n-horns of the unique (n - 1)truncated simplicial group whose 
(n - 1)-truncated hypercrossed complex is (7il(‘I-‘, and 
(c) the conditions (1.4.2) and (1.4.3) are verified. 
We now translate these conditions explicitly in dimensions one and two. A 
l-truncated hypercrossed complex is a system: 
such that 
w @("O)X i j = X,, + 6, (X, ) - X,, (1.4.15) 
is satisfied. In this case, the corresponding l-truncated simplicial group is, up to 
simplicial isomorphism, 
where d,, is the projection, d,(x,, x,,) = 6,(x,) + x,, and s,,(x,,) = (0. s,,). 
NOW, according to Proposition 1.3.1, the simplicial kernel il’ is a 4-semidirect 
product of the groups & (= Ker S,), G,, 6, and G,,. and so each element of A’ 
can be expressed in a unique way as x = 11 + s,(x,) + s,,(J’,) + s,s,,(s,,). with 
n E k x,,y, E 6, and x,,E G,,. 
Since 
s,,(x,) + s,( y,) = @(61(5q y,) + x, - y, - x, + s,(.y, + y, - x,) + %W. 
sI%,(X,,j +n - v,,w = “‘.‘lqn) , 
-r,(x,) + n - s,(x,) = x, + n - x, . 
71’ _.. 
and 
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s,,(x,,) + n - s,,(x(J = @@~(qrz) ) 
using the bijection s 1 (xl) + s,,( y , ) + s ,s,,(x,,) ++ (x, , y , , x,,), the group structure of 
the horn A: is just 
(x,7 Y,9 x,,) + (49 Yh 4) 
=(x* +y* + @(-Q)(x;) - y,, y, + @(xq y;), x,, + x;)) 
and the 2-cocycle defining A’ as an extension of fiz by AZ consists of the actions 
together with the mapping 
K ():I : 6, x +&: KO;,(XI, y*)=Q(s'("))(y,)+xI -y, -x, . 
A 2-trurzcated hypercrossed complex is a system: 
such that: 
(1) sz = WA? % @, 0, F,;,) 
extension of Gz by A$’ 
is a 2-cocycle defining a 4-semidirect product as an 
(2) s,(*II”qxz) = x, + s,(X ) -x, , T (1.4.16) 
%( $,(~~I I@)) = @(%(.~I ))(xL) , (1.4.17) 
%( @I.(@I )(x2)) = @‘““‘(&(x2)) , (1.4.18) 
&(F,,;,(x~, y,)) = ~(sl(xl”(y,) + x, - y, - x1 . (1.4.19) 
In order to obtain a more explicit description of condition (l), let us observe 
that according to Proposition 1.1.3, the factor system F : A: x A: + e2 is given 
by: 
‘13 
and the map Qi : Ai* Aut(6,) by: 
The first condition of 2-cocycle then becomes: 
and the second: 
These can be more conveniently expressed by the following six simpler identities: 
F&1 f J’t + .q) = Fo:,(+ Y,) + +f~~~~+~~-'~'FI,~,(x,, y, + z, - y,) . 
(1.4.22) 
F,,,,(x,+y,.z,)=““‘““F,,:,(y,,z,)+F,,,,(x,,~, +z, -Y,), 
(1.4.23) 
FI,,*t *f.~lqxl), Ql(*O)(yl)) = gt.t+t,)F ,,:, (x,, ?, ) . (1.4.25) 
1 S, Hypercrossed complexes 
Now, with a global point of view in mind, by a ‘hypercrcssed complex we will 
mean a system 
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such that for all n L: 1, 
is an r2-truncated hypercrossed complex (se? Section 1.4). 
A morphism of hypercrossed complexes f : $* s’, is a chain complex morph- 
ism from 6. to 6: such that for all n 11 
for aii x,, E Grla). x,, E Grtuj and x,, E G,,. 
We will denote by HXC the corresponding category of hypercrossed complexes 
and morphisms between them. 
Given G. a simplicial group, the hypercrossed complex 
$(G.) = (6.; @t: F” ) as a,uES(k).kSl,4Co~a,a~u=0 
where 6. is the Moore complex of G. and for x, E GrfaI, x, E &,, and x, E Gk 
*cz(s,, ‘(Xk) = s, (x, ) + x, - s, (xa ) 
=(1-s k-ldk-l)‘o’(l-SO’~~)(Sa(Xa)+X~) 7 
F~:,(xa~x,)=(1-S~-*dk-~)..‘(1-S~~d~~)(Sa(Xa)+S,(X,)). 
is called the ’ hypercrossed complex of G.’ . 
2 clearly gives a functor from the category of simplicial groups to the category 
of hypercrossed complexes by associating to a simplicial group morphism the 
induced one between the corresponding Moore complexes, and we now have 
established the promised nonabelian version of the classical theorem of Dold and 
Kan [13]: 
Theorem 1.5.1. The functor 
2 : Simpl( Gr) 3 HXC 
is an equivalence of categories. Cl 
1.6. Hypercrossed complexes and crossed complexes 
We will now see, how the equivalence of Theorem 1.5.1 restricts to that given 
by Ashley [l] between the category of grolrp T-complexes and group crossed 
complexes (and then by further restriction to the classical Dold-Kan equivalence 
Algebraic models for Irontotopy types ‘15 _ - 
between the category of abelian simplicial groups and chain complexes of abelian 
groups). 
Given G. a simplicial group, let D = (D,&, be the graded subgroup of G. 
generated by the degenerate elements, and for n 2 1, j = 0, . . . , n, let 
iv: = n Ker(d, : G,, + G,,_,) 
i#j 
and N,, = UyzO NL. Recall that a group T-complex can be defined as a simplicial 
group G. such that N,, n D,, = 0 for all 12 L 1 [l, Theorem 1.31. 
We have the following lemma: 
Lemma 1.6.1. Let G. be a simplicial group. For each 12 Z- I and 0 5 j 5 n - 1, 
there is a set-theoretic bijection .‘I: s G,,. Moreover, this bijection restricts to a 
bijection between NL n D,, and 6,, n D,,. 
Proof. f : NL + G,, is defined by 
u-j- 1 
f(x) = x + c (-l)“+‘si+kd#), 
k =o 
with inverse g : e,, + N,‘, given by 
,1-j-l 
&f(Y) = Y - c (-l)"+'sj+&,*(Y) l 0 
k=O 
As a consequence we have the following proposition: 
Proposition 1.6 2, Let G. be a simplicial group and z( G.) its hypercrossed 
complex. For all n 2 1 the following statements are equivalent: 
is 
(i) The canonical map A:: --, G,, given by 
Or~sx%J+OrCs,(x,) 
a’%, Q’4, 
a group homomorphism (i.e., the e:tension 6,, 4 G,, + A:: is split). 
(ii) Q,, = {Or Ca>&,, sa(x,) Ix, E Gr,a)* a E S(n>l’ 
(iii) G,, n D,, = 0. 
(iv) Fz., = 0 for all CY,C E S(n) with CY > u > +,, and CY n c = 0. 
(v) N,,‘n D,, = 0. 
Proof. The implications (i) 3 (ii) =) (iii), and (iv) + (i) are clear. Besides, 
(iii) G (v), using the above Lemma 1.6.1. Finally, (iii) implies (iv) since for 
ar>a>+,,, ana = p), s,(x,) + s,(x,) = F)d..,(x,, x,,) + z for a unique eiemeni 
zE D,,, and so Fx;(r(~a,~w)E (?,,f~ D,, =O. ’ Cl 
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Corollary 1.6.3. The category of group T-complexes is equivai’ent to the full 
subcategory of HXC whose objects are those hypercrossed complexes 2 = 
(&; #E, FZJ with all Fz.,, =O. 0 . 
We will see now how the hypercrossed complexes with trivial operators Fzilr for 
all CY,CT E S(n), correspond essentially to Whitehead’s crossed compZexes of mod- 
ules. Recall that a crossed complex of modules consists of a group chain complex 
in which 
(i) c,, is abelian for n 2 2, 
(ii) G, acts on G,, , n L 1 with the restriction to 6,G, acting trivially on & for 
(iii) each S,1 is a &group morphism and 
( i.e., “‘““(Y,) =X1 + Yi -Xl, X,yy, E 61). 
Now, as we said in Remark 1.4.14, if 2 is a 
operators Fz ;lT : ertab x 6rqLIj 9 6, are the 
6, : 6, + Go is a crossed module 
hypercrossed complex in which all 
zero map, then all the actions 
*: : c’(a) + Aut(&), cr E S(n), CY # T,,, n 2 2, are trivial (i.e., for all n, 
@zfi : G, --, Aut(G,,) is the c ~13J possibly nontriZa1 action), and the groups 6, are 
abelian for all n 2 2 (since 0 = S, + ,FfiT: &, y) = @*T -lqsx)( v) + (x - y - x) = 
y + x - y - x); therefore, such a hypercrossed complex 2 is conpletely described 
as a system (G.; (@” : 6 o + Aut(G,)),, , ), where d. is a groq chain complex in 
which G,t is abelian for all n 2 2 and @” is an action of 6, on 5, for each n 2 1. 
Moreover, if G. is a group T-complex such that $(G.) = ;\;. it is plain to see 
that the group structure of Ai(Tr”-‘(G.)) is given by: 
OrCs~(xa)+OrCs~(ya)=OrCs~(za), 
Q’b” a ‘& a=+,,, 
where 
I ‘a + w(* ‘(XT ) (Y ) a +l’x,,)( y,) - Or C X, if ~(a!) > 1 , z, = 
1 
x,+Or&+ if r(a) = 1 , 
o>a u>a 
r(a) = 1 
XT + Y, 
-(a)=1 
if cy = 7, , 
for all x,, y, E GTtLIj, LY f S(n). 
Thus, the group structure of G, is that of the semidirect product 6, XI AZ with 
action determined by: 
sqx,J = 1 42 
if (Y # q, , 
@“‘“‘(x,) if ff = 7,, 
(i.e., G,, is a Ai:-group via dz” : Ai: -j 6J. 
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Consequently. the only requirements for a system 
(whe:.e 6. - 1s a group chain complex with e,, an abelian group for 11 L 2, and Cp,, 
an action of G,, on e,, for each n 2 1) to be a hypercrossed complex (with Fz:, and 
@z trivial, at # r,,) are tho,ne corresponding to (1.4.3) and (1.4.2) which, in this 
case, reduce to (1) S,,(V’O(~,,)) = *,‘(S,,x,,) (i.e., S,, are &group homomorphism) 
for a!! iz 1: 1, and (2) K, .D = 0, Q1,~ E S(N), CY > a > $,, , Q( n a = 0, tt 2 2. 
Now, at dimension two, the unique operator K is 
KoL, : 6, x ($-,Ker(G,) given by K&I, y) = “I-y +x - y - x , 
so Kw 1 . = 0 is equivalent to requiring that (6, : 6, + 6,); Qi ’ ) be a crossed module 
in the sense of Whitehead [35]. Using the structure of ~1:: described previously, it 
is not difficult to see by recursion that K,:, : &, x Grto) + Ker(G,,) C e,, is 
always tht: zero map, up to K,l_ ,..... O;n : e, x 6,, + Ker(S,,) which is given by 
K,- l....A);n (x,4 = @‘t-‘w(x,,) _ X,, . 
So we have the following proposition: 
Proposition 1.6.4. The category of those hypercrossed complexes 2 = 
(6.; al, Fl:,) with Fl:, = 0 is equivalent to the category of group crossed 
complexes. 0 
From Corollary 1.6.3 and the above Proposition 1.6.4, we have the following: 
Corollary 1.6.5 (Ashley). The category of group T-complexes is equivalent tc the 
category of glouy crossed complexes. III 
2. Hypercrossed complexes and CW-complexes 
2.1. The hypercrossed complex z(X) associated to a pointed CW-complex. 
We are now to formalize the topological significance of ihe nonabelian Dold- 
Kan Theorem 1.5.1. 
In the following, all CW-complexes are connected and pointed. 
We will make use of the following classically established adjoint situations: 
Topological Spaces + Simplicial Sets , 
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where 1 1 is the geometric realization functor and S is the * -1:;: slrt:jq~lar complex 
functor. and 
G 
Simplicial Groups B Reduced Simplicial Sets , 
\i 
where G is Kan’s ‘loop group functor’ and w is the ‘classifying complex’ functor 
1321 . 
Now given a CW-complex X, let S,(X) be the reduced complex which is the 
fiber of the base point * in the tota! singular complex of X. Applying the loop 
group functor to S,(X), we obtain a simplicial group G&.(X); it is well known 
[32. 26.71 that there are natural isomorphisms 
III,(GS,(X)) = n,+ I(X) i IO. 
On the other hand, if we define the homology groups of a hypercrossed 
complex 2 = (6.; et, F: ;o) as the homology groups of the group complex 6., 
the Moore theorem [32] assures that for a simplicial group G. there are natural 
isomorphisms 
n,(G.) = H,( $(G.)) i 2 o . 
We now define the ‘hypercrossed complex associated to a CW-complex X, 
G(X)’ as s(GS,(X)), so that 
lJ,+JX) = H,($(X)) i 20. 
Thus if f . /Y+ Y is a homotopy equivalence of CW-complexes, the correspond- 
ing complex morphism h(f) : k(X)+ s(Y) induces isomorphisms on the homol- 
ogy groups. 
A morphism of hypercrossed complex f : z + 2’ is called a quasi-isomorphism 
if it induces isomorphisms on the homology groups. Let us denote by C the set of 
all quasi-isomorphisms of hypercrossed complexes and HXC(Z -I), the corre- 
sponding category of fractions where all quasi-isomorphisms have been inverted 
WI . 
The correspondence X* A(X), now gives a functor from the homotopy 
category of CW-complexes to HXC(Z -’ ) and we have the following: 
Theorem 2.1.~ The functor A(-) establishes an equivalewe between the 
homotopy category of C W-complexPr and HXC(Z - ’ ) . 
Proof. A quasi-inverse X(-) for this functor is obtained as follows: 
Given 2 a hypercrossed complex, let G.(z) be the unique, up to isomorphism, 
simplicial group whose hypercrossed complex is 8, and let X( 2) = ]*(G.( z))] be 
its geometric realization. It is clear that there are nature 
fli(X(h))zH,_,($) for iz 1 . 
If X is a CW-complex there is an isomorphism of sim Lcial groups G&(X) z 
G.(?(GS,(X)))* alld thus homotopy equivalences: 
Conversely, given a hypercrossed complex 2 we have a nomotopy equivalence 
S,)wG.(s)I s fiG.( R), then by applying the functor G 2nd the counit of the 
adjunction Gw + 1, we have a weak homotopy equivaBznce GS,I%‘G.(z)I -+ 
G.(g). On applying $(-) we obtain a quasi-isomorphis $X(R))+ 2 rand the 
proof is complete. n 
2.2. The relation of h(X) and Whitehead’s crossed corn 
As Whitehead [35] has observed (see also [24]), any connected CW-complex X 
has canonically associated with it a crossed complex lJ(X provided by its skeletal 
filtration: 
U(X) l l * ra,,(X”, X~+h,,_,(X”-‘. ,“-q l * l II&#f, X’)A n,(p) 
where t$, for n 2 2 is the composition of the boundary homc>morphism of the exact 
homotopy sequence of the pair (X”, XI’-‘). lif,,(X”. X” ) +D II,,_ ,(X’I-‘), with 
the homomorphism induced by the injection Q2 _ , (X”- I + II,, _ , (X”- ‘. X”-‘), 
and 8, is the boundary of the exact sequence n,(X’, X1)- fJ,(X’)-,n,(X)+O 
of the pair (X’, X’). The action of D,(X’) on fl,,(X”. ’ - ’ ) is that induced by 
the canonical action of L&(X) on Ll,, (X”, X" - ’ ) via n, 
Is there any relationship between the hypercrossed complex R(X) and Qt Y)? 
As we will see, there afways exists a canonical surjective hypercros& ~:t~;:?lrx 
morphism p. : g(X) + a(X) which is a quasi-isomorphism if and only li X is a 
J-complex in the sense of Whitehead [35]. Besides, if F is the kernel of 
p. : h(X)+ g(X), the homology group H,,(F) is isomorphic to the group 
cl+,(X) considered in [36], and the long exact sequence induced by 
F 4 R(X) + Q(X) is equivalent to Whitehead’s exact sequence 
where i is the universal cover of X [36]. 
In order to see this, let us start recalling some facts about the skeleton functor. 
In acy algebraic category E (as Sec3 or Groups) the truncating functor 
tr” : Simpl(@) + Tr”Simpl(6) admits a left adjoint Sk” : Tr”Simpl(@) + 
Simpl(s), called the n-skeleton functor. This last functor can be described by 
using the notion of m-simplicial cokernel [14]: If 
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is &i PII-truiic;rted simplicia! &jet3 in 6. its (m + I)-simplicial cokernel, 
V,,I + 1( K.& is the quotient of the coproduct alto K,, (i.e., the disjoint union for 
(I = Sets, the free product for 6 = Groups) by the congruence in 6 generated by 
the elements (SiSjX, s,_ ISiX), x f K,,, _, , 0 5 i C j 5 m - 1, where sg : & -+ 
uy!_,, K,,l, 0 5 j I m, are the canonical inclusions; there are unique face morph- 
isms di : V,&K.J+ K ,,,, 05 is m + 1, such that 
is an (m + l)-truncated simplicial object, where si : K,, +V,,1 + ,(K.,,), 0 5 i (- m, 
denote the morpilisms induced by the canonical inclusions. The n-skeleton 
sk”( K.,,) of the rl-truncated simplicial object K.t, may be defined by iteration of 
successive simplicial cokerneis: i.e. tr’i(sk”(K.tl.)) = K.t, and if tr”(sk”(K.,,)) has 
been defined for m 2 n, then sk”(K.&+ i is just the (m + l)-simplicial cokernel 
of tr”‘(sk”( IL,,)). 
We will write Sk: = sk” 0 tr”. Then we have the adjoint situations 
which we will use for 6 = Sets and for 6 = Groups. 
Note that in the case of simplicial sets, the counit Sk&,,(K)-, K., is injective 
and it identifies Sk&(K.) with the simplicial subset of K. generated by the 
n-simplices; thus Sk&,&K.) is the familiar n-skeleton of the semi-simplicial 
complex K.. However, for simplicial groups, the counit Sk’;;,(G.)+ G. is not 
necessarily injective, but its image is just the simplicial subgroup of G. generated 
by the n-simplices. Nevertheless, when G. is a free simplicial group the counit is 
in fact injective and it identifies Skt,(G.) with the simplicial subgroup of G. 
generated by its n-simplices. 
In order to describe Whitehead’s crossed complex of a CW-complex using the 




Reduced Simplicial Sets , 
and we will see that there are natural isomorphisms GSk”,:: s Sk&G showing 
that WCosk& E Coskz,:$? 
Recall that for G. a simplicial group, W(G.) is the reduced simplicial set with 
R,,+,(G*) = G,,, x l l * x G,, for CPZ L 0. and for m 1: 1 the face and degeneracy 
operators are given by 
Then we have the following lemma: 
I #emma 2.2.1. Let G. be a simplicial group. If G,,, + , z A,,, + , (CL), then 
W,,+*(G.) = 4,,+2(WG.))* 
Proof. An element of A,,+( w(G.)) is an (m + 3)tuple of elements of l/r;n+,(G.), 
such that 
gL-j+ 1 = dog;I_i+z + &-,+, 7 j 22 9 
g;+ = go,+ 3 jzl and kr0, 
dn-ifk =dk-,d&+k+, 9 j>3 and kz2, 
di-lg,‘, = dj-,gb, 7 j>ir2, 
d,g,i, + dj_,gO, = dj-zg; 9 P-2. 
The first three equalities allow to identify A,,+?( W(G.)) with the group of tuples 
(gL,gL,,. . . ,g:+‘,g,,,_ ,,... , go), g;EG,,,, Olj(m+L gkEGk, Osk(- 
m - 1, which satisfies the two last equalities. 
On the other hand, if G,,+l z A,,+,(G.), then %‘,,+,(G.) is isomorphic to 
4n+,(G.) x G,,, x l l l x G, and so an element of @“I+,(G.) consists of a tuple 
(g:? g;, - l *, g:‘“l gm_,, l * ’ 7 g,) like the above one, such that 
d,gk=dj_zg!,,, jl2, 
d,g&=d,_,g:,“, lsisj+l. 
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Now, it is immediate that A,,,+J W(G.)) is isomorphic to w,?, +?( G.) as we 
desired. El 
Corollary 2.2.2. Let G. be a simplicial group and K. a reduced simplicial set. 
There are natural isomorphisms 
WCosk;,(G.) = Cosk;,::#(G.) , 
GSk;,:; (K.) = Sk&G(K.) . 
proof. Since tr”Cosk’;;,(G.) = tr”(G.), we have tr”+‘wCosk”,,(G.) = 
tr )I + 1 w( G.) = tr)f + 1 Coskz:: W( G.). Now suppose m 2 n + 1, by induction, since 
(Cosk&(G*)),,, s A,,,(Cosk”,,(G.)), Lemma 2.2.1 implies that 
@,,,+,(Coskl;,@.)) = A,,,+,(WCosk;,(G.)) 
z A,,l + ,( trrri WCosk’;,,( G.)) 
z A,,, + ,(tr”‘Cosk~~~~~( G.)) . 
Therefore, WCosk&(G.) s Cosk~~~~(G.) and the functors WCosk”,, and 
Coskz,:l w are naturally equivalent. 
On the other hand, since GSkz,:t and Sk&G are left adjoints of Cosk”,:tW and 
%‘Cosk& respectively, they are also equivalent. Cl 
Let us now consider a reduced simplicial set K.; we have natural isomorphisms 
&(Sk&.,,(K.)) = &,_,(GSk;,,,(K.)) = &,_,(Sk;;‘G(K.)) 
and also for the relative homotopy groups 
n,,,(K., Sk:&.)) = n,,_,(G(K.), Sk’t;;‘G(K.)) . 
Then if X is a CW-complex, G. = GS, (X) and 6. its Moore complex, there is a 
natural crossed complex isomorphism of the Whitehead crossed complex &I(X) 
with the crossed complex 
n,,_,(Sk;;‘(G.), Sk;f,;‘(G.))% - - - 
n,(=;,(G.), Sk&(G.)+ n,,(Sk;,(G.)) , 
where e,,, is the morphism induced by d,. 
A direct calculation gives that for m 2 1 
Q,,(Sk:,(G.), Sk;;‘(G.)) = <tnI+,($er ‘I ’ ’ - l ” Ku- dm 
\I ,,,) n Ker d, n l - - n Ker d,,) ’ 
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Now, recall that there is a canonical bijection 
g,,, : G,,, + Ker d, n l l 9 n Ker d,,, 
given by g,,(x) = x + c;‘1.T,’ (-l)“‘-‘s,,,_,_,S,,,(x) (Lemma 1.6.1). which restricts to 
a bijection between G,,, n D,,, and Ker d, n - -a n Ker d,,, n D,,,. It is straight- 
forward to see that d,,,, , (d,; ID,,, n Ker d, n l l 9 n Ker d,,,) = S,,, + ,(e,,, + , n 
D,,,+,) + g,,(&, f7 D,,,), and the map p,,, : 6,,,+ III,,,(Skz,(G.), Skz;‘(G.)). which 
carries an element x E G,,, to the class of g,,(x), is a homomorphism since 
gtt, (4 + g,,,( Y) - g,,, (x + y) 
= d,,,,,( g (-l)“‘-is,,l_;(x) + i (-I)“‘-~s,,,_~(~) 
i =o i=o 
??I 
- C (-l)tt'-'s~,_i(X + y) , 
i=O 
1 
which belongs to S,,, + 1 (et,, + , n D,,, + 1 ). 
On the other ha& dog,,,(x) = g,,,_ , S,Jx), for all x E G,,, , so we have a 
surjective morphism of group chain complexes p. = ( p,,,),,,~~~ : 6.- &J(X), which 
is_ moreover a hypercrossed complex morphism ( p,?,Fz,, = 0 since FrJx, , x,) E 
G,, n D,,, and g,,( Qt,(x~l)( y)  = 3(s)‘( g,, ( y)) is easily verified). We thus have pro- 
duced the promised surjective morphism of hypercrossed complexes 
p. : 2(X)+ &f(X). (2.2.3) 
This morphism p. is not in general a quasi-isomorphism. However we do have 
the following proposition: 
Proposition 2.2.4. The morphism p. induces a commutative diagram 
in which all the vertical arrows are isomorphisms. Consequently, H,( p.) is an 
isomorphism for i = 0,l. 
proof. By construction, pO : G(,+ J&(X’) = Q,(SL”(G.)) = G,, is the identity 
map; 
PI : 6, + M,(X’ X’) = n,(Sk&(G.), SkL,(G.)) = Ker d,/6(62 n D,) 
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is given by p1 (X 1 ) = soS, (xl ) - x, , it induces an isomorphism 
GIIS2(G2) = (Ker d,lS2(62 n &))l(gl(S&lS2(6 2 n D 2 )) 
= Ker d,!g,S2e2 = Ker d,/S& ; 
so we have a commutative diagram 
but Ker d, /S,6z = n,(G., Sk”(G.)) = H?(X. X1). Cl 
Using other methods, the isomorphisms of G,/S& with &(X, X1) was also 
found by Gutierrez and Hirschorn [20]. 
The epimorphism p. : z(X)+ I;I(X) allows us to obtain some results related to 
results of Whitehead [36]. Let q : 2 + X be the universal cover of X, we have 
canonical isomorphisms 
~,,(x”, x”-‘) t_~,,(~t’, -p-l) Hur:wicz, H,,(x-tl, p-i) 
which induce isomorphisms, for n 2 3, 
Htz- 1 Ku)) = 
” - 
” - 
Ker(H,,(X”, 2”-‘)+ Ht,_,(Xt,--l) Xtr-‘)) 
Img(H,, + I@ + ‘7 2”) ---, Ht, (i?, ?, - ’ )) 
H,,(x”) 
Img(Ht,+,(Xt,“, X”)-+ H,(?‘)) 
H,,Gf) 7 
and then it is easy tv see that the morphism induced by p. : g(X)+ II(X), 
H,,( P*) : n,,( Jo = n,,(X)+ I-r,,(X), is, up to isomorphism, the Hurewicz map. 
Now let F. be the kernel chain complex of the fibration p.. There F. = 0 and for 
mrL ~tt,=~tt,+l~~tt,+l~~,,*l~~~tt,~~ t,, with the boundary homomorphism 
%t : 4tt --) ctt - 1 being the restriction of S,,, : Gtn + 6,,,_, . We now calculate for 
nrl, 
= %+1G+1 f-l Dt,+l) + WW,) f-l 4) 
%+*Gt,+, n 4+1) 
= Ker 
Ker d, n l . l n Ker d,, 
St,+,@,,+, f-l Dt,+A + g,,(z’, flDt,l 
22s 
= Ker(H,,(Sk&(G.))-+ fi,,(Sk&(G.), Sk;;’ (G.)) 
= Ker(Q,+,(X”“)-+ L!,,+l(X’,+‘, X’,)) 
= Img(4, + 1 (X” ) -+ 4, + ,(X” + ’ )) 
but the group Ker(n,+,(X”“)-,n,,+,(X”“, X”)) is just the group c,+,(X) 
introduced by Whitehead in [36] and consequently we deduce the following: 
Proposition 2.2.5. The long exact sequence induced by p. : R(X) + g(X) is 
equivalent to Whitehead’s exact sequence 
(see also 131). Cl 
Corollary 2.2.6. Given X a connected CW-complex, p. : G(X)-, g(X) is a quasi- 
isomorphism if and only if c,(X) = 0 for n 2 3 (note that T,(X) is always 
zero). Cl 
Let us recall that a space X is called by Whitehead [35], a .&,-complex if 
c,(X)=0 for n=2,..., m, and a J-complex if it is a J,,,-complex for all m. 
Therefore, we have the following corollary: 
Corollary 2.2.7. Given X a connected CW-complex, p. : G(X)-+ *y(X) is a quasi- 
isomorphism if and only if X is a J-complex. •1 
Also we have the following proposition: 
Proposition 2.2.8. Given X a connected CW-complex the morphisms 
H,( p.) : ni + ,(X) + Hi, 1 (2) are isomorphisms for all i I m, if and only if X is a 
J,, -complex and the morphism IT,,, + ,(Xl” ) + L!,,, + ,(X) is trivial. 
Proof. From Z(X) we have that Hi( p.), i I m, are isomorphisms if and only if 
c(X) = 0 for i < m and Img(T,+,(X)+ T,,,+r(X)) = 0; but 
IWKI + 1 W) 4 nl,, + 1 (X)) 
= IQ%(4+,0”)-, ~,,,+,(x”f+‘)+ I,,,+,) 
= ImgV,,, + 1 (X”‘) --p H,, + ,(X)) 
and we have the result. il 
Finally we note the following: 
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Proposition 2.2.9. Let X be a connected CW-complex with I7,( X) = 0 for 1 < i < n 
(n ZT 2) the morphism p. : 3(X) + g(X) induces a commrttatl’ve diagram of exact 
sequences : 
n,hw----+ 6, - I 4, Gl l 21,2_2 *-’ 6,-G (I -WW 
II 1 I’,, - ’ i p,, ? I 1’1 II II 
4w- 1I,,(X, xy- I7,,_,(X”-‘, r2) *-- Lqx’. X’) - n,(X’)---- n,(x) 
where p,, _ 1 is the morphism induced by p,,_ I : &__ , + I&(X”, X" - ’ ) on the 
quotients 
~,JS,,~,,-, Lf,,(X”, x)‘-‘)le(n,,,,(x~‘+‘, x”) = Q,(X, X-‘) , 
with the last isomorphism the one obtained from the homotopy exact sequence of 
the triple (X”+ ‘, X”, X”- ’ ). Cl 
2.3. n-hypercrossed complexes as n-types for CW-complexes 
In this section we formally define an appropriate ‘algebraic’ category of models 
sufficient to, in low dimensions, classify all CW-complexes according to their 
homotopy n-types. These group-theoretic models of n-types are just Whitehead’s 
crossed modules 1351 for n = 2, and Conduche’s 2-crossed modules [8] for n = 3. 
As a byproduct we also obtain Huebschmann’s classification [24] of connected 
CW-complexes in which L!, and LI,, are the only two nontrivial homotopy groups, 
using Whitehead’s crossed complexes of modules. 
Recall that in Section 2.1 we showed that the homotopy category of connected 
CW-complexes is equivalent to the category of fractions I-IXC(Z: -’ ) of the 
category of hypercrossed complexes obtained by inverting quasi-isomorphisms. 
Using this category and a canonical process of ‘truncation’, we will obtain our 
models for n-types. 
To this end, recall also that a n-coconnected CW-complex X is a connected 
CW-complex for which L/JX) = 0 for all i 2 n + 1, and that the equivalence 
L t 
~ccweit the hornota .-py category of CW-complexes and I-IXC(,C -I ) obviously 
restricts to an equivalence between the category on n-connected CW-complexes 
and the full subcategory of HXC(T:-’ ) whose objects are those complexes 
2 = (6.; Fi;,, @” )a a.aES(k).l~k.&Ca<a.anrz=8 
in which &( 6.) = 0 for all i 2 n. 
Now if 2 is such an n-connected hypercrossed complex, we define 
in which 6,, _ , : 6,, _ , /S,&, --, c,, _2 is induced by S,, _ I : G,, _ , - G,, _ :: &.F:, .,, 
coincide with @,Fk ;,, for 11 k 5 n - 2 but has ali the operators triGa for k L 11. 
for all x, E &,. x,, E G,,,,, 
6, - I 4, G, - 
with _U denoting the class of the element A- E G,, 
It is plain to see that & remains a hypercrossed complex. and that 
canonical morphism G--) r’i.,, : 
I in 
the 
*,, - I - CI 
.---+~ A~,,_,-G,,_.--a-G,, 1.’ I pr 
-es- o-~,,_,/s,,~,,-Jo,,_,-...-G,, 
is a quasi-isomorphism for any n-coconnected hypercrossed complex 2. 
Consequently, we have an equivalence between the homotopy category of 
n-coconnected CW-complexes <Q(X) = 0 for i 2 n + 1) and the full subcategory 
of the category HXC(Z -‘) whose objects are those hypercrossed complexes 
in which 6,,, =Ofor m?n. 
Now, it is clear that such a hypercrossed complex 2 complett!]: determines the 
(n - I)-truncated hypercrossed complex 
and that an (n - 1)-truncated hypercrossed complex g,, can be extended to a 
hypercrossed complex with 6,,, = 0 for m L n, if and only if K,:,, : G,,,,) X 
6 rfab * Ker(S,,_ 1) is the zero map, for all cy,cr E S(n), ar > u > &, and cy n cr = 0. 
Such a complex will be called an ‘(n - l)-hypercrossed complex’. and the category 
whose objects are the (n - I)-hypercrossed complexes and whose morphisms are 
the morphisms of (II - 1)-truncated hypercrossed complexes. will be denoted by 
( tz - l)-HXC. 
Now let (n - l)-HXC(Z’-‘) be the category of fractions of (II - l)-HXC. 
where Z’ is the class of all (n - I)-hypercrossed morphisms which induce iso- 
morphisms on the homology groups, H,. 0 I i I IE - 1. We have established the 
following theorem which generalizes that of Whitehead and Mac Lane: 
Theorem 2.3.1. The functor XI-+ g,,(X) induces an eqGvaleucc^ of the homotopj 
category of n-coconnected CW-complexes with (n - 1 )-HXC( 2 - ! ). 0 
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To make this category more concrete we review some particular low-dimension- 
al cases: For 11 = 1. a 0-hypercrossed complex is just a group and if X is a 
1-coconnected CW-complex. &(X) = ;;V,(GS,(X)) = Go/S& = Q,(GS,(X)) = 
II,(X), so that Theorem 2.3.1 gives the well-known equivalence between the 
homotopy category of CW-complexes with II, as the oc!y nontrivial homotopy 
group. and the category of arbitrary groups. Of course. given a group 6, up 
to isomorphism. the unique simplicial group whc.$e hypercrossed complex is 
*..O_,G,,= G (with all the operators_ triviai) is just th& constant simplicial group 
K(G,O)=.. .GzGs G. Then W(K(G, o_>) = K(G. 1) is the Eilenberg- 
Mac Lane complex and the quasi-inverse for 2, is obtained by taking for a group 
G the Eilenberg-Mac Lane space 1 K(G, 1)1. 
Suppose now II = 2. A l-hypercrossed complex is a l-truncated hypercrossed 
complex (8, : 6,4 6(,, @ : 6,,+ Aut(G,)) such that KoL, : 6, X eI +I&-@,) is 
the trivial map. But as we have seen in Section 1.4, K,,Jx, y) = @‘(S1(rl))( y) + x - 
y -A-. and 1-HXC is precisely the category of crossed modules XM <i.e., 
the category whose objects are pairs (6, : 6, + 6,), Qr : 6,) - Aut( 6,)) such 
that SI(*‘.‘“’ (x., )) = x,, + 6,x, - s,, and @(sl(-i’)( yt ) = x, + y, - x,). Therefore, 
Theorem 2.3.1 for II = 2 gives the foliowing: 
Proposition 2.3.2 (Mac Lane and Whitehead 1311). The homotopy category of 
Zcocortnected CW-comp/e.xes is equivalent to the category XM(Z - ’ ). Cl 
To establish this result, Whitehead associated to a 2-coconnected CW-complex 
X, the crossed module T(X) = I&(X, X’)%7,(X’). where 8, is the boundary 
homomorphism of the exact sequence associated to the pair (X, X’) with the 
action of II, on II,(X, X’) obtained via the quotient I&(X*)+47,(X). 
As we saw in Proposition 2.2.4, the relationship between this construction and 
that given by the functor & is the following: 
Proposition 2.3.3. For any CW-complex X, the crossed modules T(X) and &(X) 
are isomorphic. 0 
Let us now consider the case n = 3: 
A 2-hypercrossed complex is a 2-truncated hypercrossed complex. 
satisfying the conditions (1.4.16)-( 1.4.25), and such that the maps 
&cl:2 :6, X &-+ Mer(G,) , ~,.,&~ Y) = +l.llw.~y y) _ @w)( y) ; 
K,.o:I : 6, X G2 -+ Ker(6,) , K,,,Jx, y) = F&x, Sy) + @I(-‘)( J; - @‘I(.‘)( y) ; 
412. I : e2 x 6,--,Ker(G,). K,,.,.,( _y. sj = F ,,., (SF, A-) + y - @1(“(y) : 
K,,:, : ez x 6? ---) Ker(6,) . K,,J y. y’) = F,,.,(Sy. 6-v’) + !’ + f - _v - _f : 
Ko,, : G2 x 6? ---* Ker(S,) . K,,:,( y. y’) = cg,btBY)( y ’ ) - .r,’ ; 
K,:? : Gz x &+ Ker(S,) , K,:,(y, y’) = 91”v’( y’) + j’ - y’ - y ; 
dre ail the zero map (see (1.4.2)). 
Some of these conditions and mappings are redundantly interrelated. The 
triviality of the map K, ,).- is equivalent to @(, = a,,_, 6,. so that K,,:? must be . ,- 
trivial. The annuiation of KI,z2al is equivalent to the assertion that the action aI 
can be determined by the map F,,:, as 
*I(.“( y) = F,,:,(iSy, x) + y . 
This last identity now joined with the triviality of the map K,,:, alivays guarantees 
that KlL2 is the zero map as well. The identity K,.,,:, = 0 is equivalent to the 
identity 
F,,:,(x, Sy) + F,,:,(Sy. x) = @‘I@~‘)(~) - y . 
On the other hand, the above identities together wit+ the equality 
F,,:,(Sy. Sy’) = r” + y - y’ - y 
(corresponding to K,,:, = 0) and the identities (1.4.18). (1 .-I. 19). (1.4.22). (1.4.23) 
and (1.4.25) imply the verification of the other six conditions of hypercrossed 
complex. 
As a consequence, we have that a 2-hypercrossed complex reduces to a 
2-crossed module in the sense of Conduchk, i.e., a group chain complex 
where 6,, e_, are &-groups and &,S, are 6,,-group morphisms, together with a 
map { , } : G, x 6, - G, satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) S{x, y} = ‘-‘y + x-- y - x, 
(ii) {x + y, 2) = ““{y. 2) + {x, y + z - y}, 
(iii) (x, y + z} = {x, y} + { 6 {x, z}. x + y - x} + {x. z}. 
(iv) (SU, Sv) = v + II - v - u, 
(v) {x, 6rr) + (Su, x} = Y4 - II, 
(vi) “‘{x, y} = {“x. “y}, 
for ail 143 E G2, x, y,z E 6, and MY E 6,,. 
And we have the result that they classify 3-types: 
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Proposition 2.3.4. The homotopy category of 3-coconnected CW-complexes is 
eq~~+alent to the A ategory 2-XM(Z’ -’ ). q 
Note that the 2-crossed complex>;,(X) associated to a CW-complex X, is given 
by GJS,&-, G1 + G,,. where G. is the Moore complex of G&(X). The 
actions of G,, on 6, and 6 /S,G, are: 2 
Y-q ) = s&J + x, - s,,(,y,,)  ‘“(i,) = S&(X,,) + x, - vow 
and the map ( , > : 6, x 6, ---, 6,/6& is defined as: 
Finally. we conclude this study of certain particular cases of our Theorem 2.3.1 
by comparing our algebraic st-types with those given by Huebschmann [24] for 
CW-complexes which have L?, and II,, (for some n 2 2) as their nontrivial 
homotopy groups. 
Clearly, for these spaces Theorem 2.3.1 gives the following: 
Proposition 2.3.5. The functor XH g,,(X) induces an equivaience of the 
homotopyy category of CW-complexes with n,(X) = 0, i # 1,n and the full sub- 
category of the category (n - l)-HXC(E -‘) whose objects are those (n - l)- 
hypercrossed complexes of the form 
with H,(g)=0 for 1liSn -2. 0 
Now, for such spaces, as we observed in Proposition 2.2.9, there is a canonical 
quasi-isomorphism &(X)+ IJ,(X), where 
and so we deduce the following corollary: 
Corollary 2.3.6. (Huebschmann [24]). The functor X H &T,,(X) induces an equiva- 
lence between the homotopy category of CW-complexes with n,!X) = 0, i # 1 ,n, 
and the category of fractions of the category of (n - 1 )-truncated crossed module 
coniplexes 2 which are exact, i.e., have H,(s) = 0, 15 i 5 n - 1. Cl 
3. Group theoretic interpretation of H”(G, A) 
Proposition 2.3.5 allows us to give a group-theoretic interpretation of the 
cohomology groups H"+ ’ (G, A) in terms of n-extensions in the foliowing sense: 
Definition 3.1. Let G be a group and A a G-module. An rr-e.vterzsiort of G b_y A. 
12  2, is a group exact sequence 
together with a set of operators 
for each lsksn-1, such that 
is an (n - 1)-hypercrossed complex, and i : A 4 6,1 _ , is a &-group morphism, 
considering A as a G,,-module via p : 6,, +W G (i.e., the action of G,, on G,,_, 
restricted to A coincides with that one induced via p). 
Two rz-extensions E and E’ of G by A are ca!led co!rerrre!rr. E = E’, if there 
exists a commutative diagram: 
with (f,+ it+. . . , 1,) a (n - 1) -hypercrossed complex morphism; or equival- 
ently, if there exists a quasi-isomorphism between the associated (rt - i j-hyper- 
crossed complexes. 
We will denote by S”(G, A) the set of n-extensions of G by A and S”[ G. A] the 
quotient set of S”(G, A) under the equivalence relation generated by congruence. 
The equivalence relation generated by this transitive and reflexive relation is 
normally described as a zig-zag of quasi-isomorphisms of the form 
however here it takes only a single step as is seen from the foliowing proposition: 
Proposition 3.2. Two 2xtensiorzs E, E ’ E S”( G, A) give 1112 snme e1enterzt irt 
S”[ G, A] if and only if there e.ui.sts an n-e.rtemicn E” in S”( G. A) with 15” 
corigruerlt to both E and E ‘. 
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Proof. Suppose E,E’ E S’,(G, A) and let &,& be the associated (n - l)- 
hypercrossed complexes. E and E’ give the same element in S’, [ G, A] if and only 
if, there exist n-extensions E = E, , E,, . . . , E, = E’ in S”(G, A) and a zig-zag 
diagrarn of quasi-isomorphisms of (n - I )-hype rcrossed complexes as above. But 
this means that the reduced Kan simplicial sets I%‘z-‘(&), I&‘$-‘(&) are 
weakly homotopy equivalent and thus homotopy equivalent by an equivalence 
h : wz-‘(&)+ w$-‘(&.). On the other hand, the counit of the adjunction 
%G c-l wz -I gives a diagram 
in which all the arrows are quasi-isomorphisms. Take for E” the n-extension of G 
by A whose (n - 1)-hypercrossed complex is zGI&‘g-‘(&). Then El’= E and 
E” = E’, l-J 
It is well known that if X is an n-coconnected CW-complex for which L&(X) = 0 
for 1 < i < n, X has an unique Postnikov invariant k(X), which is an element of 
H”“(L!,(X), H,,(X)) and that this invariant determines uniquely the homotopy 
class of X. 
Moreover, given a group G and G-module A, any element k of H”+*(G, A) 
can be realized as the Postnikov invariant of an n-coconnected CW-complex X 
with n,(X) = G and H,,(X) z A as G-module. Therefore, there is a natural 
bijection between the set of homotopy classes of n-coconnected CW-complexes X 
with homotopy groups Q(X) = 0, 1 <i c n, Q(X) = G, H,,(X) s A as G- 
module, and H”’ ’ (G, A). On the other hand, it is clear that the equivalence of 
Proposition 2.3.5 induces a natural bijection between the set of homotopy classes 
of such n-coconnected CW-complexes and the set of (n - I)-hypercrossed com- 
plexes 
in which H;(s) = 0, 15 i 5 n - 2, Coker(G,) = G and Ker@,,_, ) s 4 as G- 
module, by the equivalence relation generated by the quasi-isomorphism relation. 
As an immediate consequence, we now have the following theorem: 
Theorem 3.3. There exists a natural bijection, 
0 : S”[G, A] = H”+‘(G, A) , 
which associates to [E] E S”[ G, A] with & a representative (n - 1)-hypercrossed 
‘1. of the CW-complex complex, the unique non trivial Postnikov in variarl t 8 [ E 
X( GE) given by the equivalence of Theorem 2.3.1. 0 
Since a l-hypercrossed complex is a crossed module, a ,I 2-extension of G by A 
will be qn exact sequence A 4 MA N + G, where p is a crossed module, our 
theorem interpretating H’(G. A) becomes one proved by several authors [24]. 
[34]. [37], etc. 
Analogously, since a 2-hypercrossed complex is equivalent to a 2-crossed 
module in the sense of Conduche, a 3-extension of G by A is precisely a 
nonabelian 3-extension in the sense of Conduche. i.e., an exact sequence 
Asu!,-,M+N+G, where L + M 3 N is a 2-crossed module. So Theorem 3.3 
includes the theorem of interpretation of HJ(G, A) proved by Conduche and 
Duskin 18, 171. 
Also, Huebschmann, Holt, Hill, etc. give an interpretation theorem for 
H”+‘(G, A), n 3 2, in terms of Yoneda classes of n-fold extensions of G by A. 
i.e., in terms of Yoneda classes of extensions 
where K,,_ I + K,,_,+ - - -* K, - K,, is an (n - 1)truncated crossed complex of 
modules. Now, since for any n-coconnected CW-complex X with Q(X) = 0 for 
l<i<n, II,(X)=G and L!,,(X) E A as G-module, there is a canonical quasi- 
isomorphism g,,(X) + &(X) (see Proposition 2.2.9) and we have the following 
proposition: 
Proposition 3.4. In any equivalence class of an n-extension of a group G by a 
G-module A there is one which is an n-fold extensior: in the sense of 
Huebschrnann. il 
Finally, we are going to observe how our interpretation of H”(G, A) given in 
Theorem 3.3, is equivalent to the crne given by Duskin for groups in terms of 
higher-dimensional torsors of groups. 
Recall that given a group G and a G-module A, an n-dimensional torsor over G 
under A is a simplicial morphism above G, r : G.4 K(A x G, n) 
mf7-J 
&‘zG,, ;=;G,r_z 0.. G,-_tG,,&G 
5, 
such that the simplicial group G. is aspherical, II&, = G, G. = Cask”- !( G.) 
and r is an exact fibration at dimensions >?I. It is not difficult to see that the last 
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condition is equivalent to the requirement that the square 
A”(G.)-+ A::( G.) 
AxG-G 
be Cartesian. 
Now using the equivalence of categories g(-) : Simpl(Gr) * HXC, an n-dimen- 
sional torsor over G under A will be equivalent to a hypercrossed complex 
morphism 
wberp the top row is exact and p is an isomorphism. Moreover, the unique 
condition for an isomorphism r_~ : 6,, = Ker(G,,_, )-$ A to define a hypercrossed 
comp?cx morphism as above is that 
64 a: - ’ “w(x,,)) = Wd( /+)) 
for all x,, E G,, and x,, E G,,. 
Consequently, an n-dimensional torsor over G under the G-module A is just 
equivalerlt to an extension of G by A as defined in Definition 3.1 and Theorem 
3.2 implies Duskin’s bijection [14] 
H”+!(G, A) G Tors”[G, A] . 
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